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Learn how The Constitution came to be and how important it still is today.A True Book: American
History series allows readers to experience the earliest moments in American history and to
discover how these moments helped shape the country that it is today. This series includes an
age appropriate (grades 3-5) introduction to curriculum-relevant subjects and a robust resource
section that encourages independent study. This book discusses the meaning and purpose of a
constitution; recounts reasons why the United States needed one in the 1780s and the events of
the Constitutional Convention; and describes the Constitution's main points and how it has
changed.

About the AuthorTaylor-Butler studied both engineering and art & design at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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The Constitution of the United States and The Declaration of Independence The Know Your Bill
of Rights Book: Don't Lose Your Constitutional Rights--Learn Them!



Scott, “A really nice pocket-able piece of history. This is the Constitution and Declaration of
Independence, plain and simple. But why does it deserve 5 stars instead of 4? Because it is a
very nice representation, with a good feel to the cover, the pages, and the rounded corners (any
"pocket" book should have rounded corners). The gold lettering is a nice touch too. It is simple
and straight forward (the content), but the presentation is very nice.”

gloine36, “An Outstanding and Compact Reference. Anyone in need of an annotated, compact
book covering the US Constitution and Declaration of Independence should consider picking up
this book. Written by Dr. Richard Beeman, Professor of History at the University of Pennsylvania
and trustee of the National Constitution Center, this slim book contains the Declarations of
Independence, the Constitution, all twenty-seven amendments, selections from The Federalist,
and short chapters covering how these documents came to be as well as some discussion on
prominent Supreme Court cases. The result is a very effective presentation concerning these
documents. Beeman does so in a refreshingly non-partisan way, relying on his professional
experience and knowledge in teaching this subject for more than thirty years. The advantages of
reading an annotated version of many historical documents are that they are broken into
components where each section is commented on. This allows the reader to explore that
particular section before advancing to another one and forgetting what they've read to that point.
Students will find that this system of reading results in an increased understanding of the
content. Those needing quick answers will be able to not only find the exact passage they want,
but a quick glance through Beeman's comments will refresh their memory on what they have
learned about the passage as well. The books suits both students and teachers well as both can
utilize the book easily for quick reference at any point. Beeman also added a section on US
history regarding the creation of the documents which about a hundred pages. The advantage of
this short brief history is to capture the essentials of the subject and get them onto paper.
Students will find this to their advantage as one of America's premier US history's professors
highlights these essentials which will allow them to focus on what Beeman sees as the most
important elements instead of focusing on secondary points. Beeman also provides references
for additional reading which always come in handy for any scholar. It is important to note that
Beeman is a trustee of the National Constitution Center. This non-profit organization is also non-
partisan and dedicated to illustrating Constitutional ideals and active citizenship through its
museum and website which is located on this link: [...] I use the NCC site for my module on this
section of US history and have found it to be the best Internet based resource for my students.
When used in conjunction with Beeman's Penguin Guide to the United States Constitution the
students are given a great learning opportunity which is often lacking in many classrooms. With
that in mind, I highly recommend this book for students in high school as well as all levels of
higher education as an excellent and compact reference covering these extremely influential



documents which have shaped US history since they were first written.”

Jason T. Brooks, “Red Pill Document. Everyone should read this to know how completely the
Democrats in the USA have shredded this document”

scott  pierce, “Good. It is good information that everybody should have in their home”

Robert Bolton, “A Handy Booklet for Patriotic Americans. If you ever take the time to watch C-
SPAN, there is a decent chance the network will soon turn to the floor of the Senate or House of
Representatives. On the screen will soon appear a geriatric member of Congress railing against
some new cut to spending in their district or a polict decision by the President of the opposite
party. Almost always in their hand is a copy of the United States Constitution, and this is by far
the most popular edition in the District of Columbia. With gilt lettering for the title and a glossy
ruddy cover, the Cato Institute has become a household name in no small part because of this
little book.The inside carries a very brief introduction by the editor, but the vast majority of the
text is the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. There is no critical commentary
accompanying, so this edition can be used in the classroom with no accusations of ideological
bias. My own edition was one of the early printings, so the paper eventually popped out after
repeated openings, but fortunately a little superglue made it good as new. Now for a bit of
personal bragging. My copy is autographed by both Robert C. Byrd and John Dingell, who were
the longest serving members ever of both the Senate and the House, respectively. If you meet
your local congressman, you'll have more than enough space to get an autograph.A must for
every American citizen that should rest proudly on their bookshelf.”

John W., “Doesn’t have a warning, does have Bill of Rights. I was hesitant in buying this book
because other reviews said it has a trigger warning about writings due to the past and also that it
did not include the Bill of Rights. Apparently, someone listened, because I cannot find a trigger
warning and can find the Bull of Rights. Just got it delivered today, so I haven’t read it yet, but the
book looks to be high quality and well-appointed. The only knock I see at first blush is the “Made
in China” on the first page. This book should be made in the US, even if it would cost twice as
much.”

Tac D. Cal, “We the People!. The U.S. Constitution was written September 17, 1787 in order to
replace the Articles of Confederation and ratified by the then 9 of the 13 states on July 21, 1788.
It was agreed upon that the government, under the U.S. Constitution, would begin on March 4,
1789. Additionally, per the agreement by the Convention of States, the Bill of Rights were
created and added to our Constitution on December 15, 1791.This publication of the U.S.
Constitution is an excellent read as it also includes The Federalist essays written by our founding
fathers.Currently, as of this year, 2020, this publication has all current amendments to the
Constitution.It's truly amazing that the country created by our Founding Fathers still inspire "Life,



Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness" to "We the People" the world over for 244 years and
counting.“You will never know how much it has cost my generation to preserve your freedom. I
hope you will make a good use of it.”  -John Adams”

Robert ‘Bob’ Macespera, “Brief, yet packed with essential information. Superb.. This is a
wonderful little book and, arguably, the best introduction to American politics one can currently
buy. Before commenting the assault to the Capitol and the legislative houses, the increasing
force of populism, the actual role of the American President, the system of checks and balances
and other hot topics, read this book. You'll be more and better informed that most.It contains the
America Constitution in full, the famous amendments (which many quote yet only a handful have
read, let alone studied or fully understood), a selection of the magnificent "Federalist papers", a
brief story of the independence and the forge of the Constitution, the birth of the declaration of
independence and how the Bill of Rights was drafted, discussed and eventually passed; plus
many comments along a superb text.Hamilton (again, more quoted than studied), Franklin,
Jefferson and the other funding fathers appear here as essential determined, human, some
times confused men looking to make a nation.A superb book, as brief as it is informative.”

Alan J. Taylor, “Brilliant overview of the United States Constitution. Professor Beeman's
masterclass explaining the United States Constitution! Such an unassuming little book, which
turned out to be such a surprise! In my opinion, one of the best available books on the subject. I
cannot recommend it highly enough.”

Tara van Drunen, “which is a beautiful and unexpected addition. High quality book. Gold gilded
page ends. Preamble to the Constitution is imprinted (subtly) on the cover, which is a beautiful
and unexpected addition. Cover is actually very dark navy blue, not purplish as appears on the
picture shown. Took a while to arrive, but well worth the wait. Contains (among many others)
Common Sense (Thomas Paine), The Federalist Papers (Hamilton, Madison, Jay) and multiple
Presidential Addresses. I highly recommend this book as an addition to your home library.”

KBJ, “A must have.... No one who discusses American politics with any seriousness should be
without this - the legislative basis of the whole US. Equally anyone who thinks the US is an "evil
empire" should also read this and understand that its guiding principles are very worthy and it's
arguably only how these basics have been encroached upon that "problems" have occurred.”

Mr Diment, “worth it. as expected”

The book by Carole P. Roman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,857 people have provided feedback.
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